HIT THE LINKS » County’s golf courses offer

variety of challenges for newbies, veterans. D1

COURTHOUSE SQUARE CLEANUP » City crews work
to remove paint left by event organizers. A3
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Warriors, Cavs meet once again
NBA FINALS » Titans poised to
clash on court in third matchup of
basketball’s undisputed best teams
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

CLIMATE CHANGE » NORTH COAST

Retaining greener goals
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series — tonight and Sunday — will be on
the Warriors’ home floor followed on June 7
and 9 by games at Cleveland. If more games
are needed, the teams will alternate sites
with Game 5 back in Oakland on Monday,
June 12.
While LeBron James and Stephen Curry are among the most famous basketball
players on the planet, all eyes in this series
will be on Kevin Durant, the lanky forward
who shocked the sports world by leaving the
Oklahoma City Thunder and signing with
the Warriors as a free agent last summer.
Some analysts accused him of chasing a
ring. And why shouldn’t he? The only crime
would be in coming up short.
For Durant and his teammates, nothing
short of a title will be acceptable. The defending-champion Cavaliers are probably
thinking the same thing.
So let’s get this thing started already.

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG

OAKLAND — The stage for this series
was set almost a year ago, on June 19, when
the stunned Warriors trudged off the Oracle Arena floor after the winners-take-all
Game 7, having let a 3-1 lead slip through
their hands against the Cleveland Cavaliers
in the 2016 NBA Finals.
“You’d rather get swept,” guard Shaun
Livingston said Wednesday at Oracle,
during the locust swarm known as Media
Day. “Rather get swept than to lose that
way. Because those are the ones that kind of
haunt you at night. And so I don’t know if

I’ll ever be able to get over it. But it would be
a pretty nice theme to win it this year.”
Especially against the Cavaliers, the team
they beat in 2015 and were beaten by last year.
When Golden State and Cleveland tip off
tonight at 6 p.m., it will mark the first time
in NBA history that the same teams faced
off in three consecutive NBA Finals.
As trilogies go, this one is right up there
with “The Godfather,” “Star Wars,” “Lord
of the Rings” and “Ali-Frazier.”
There is more than rivalry at play here.
There is also excellence. After putting together the league’s best record in the regular season at 67-16, the Warriors became the
first NBA team to win its first 12 postseason
games. The Cavs fell just short of that, losing one game (to Boston) in three rounds.
The two teams bring a combined playoff
mark of 24-1 into the Finals, another record.
The first two games in the best-of-seven

WARRIORS
LD

GameGO1: Golden State Warriors
versus Cleveland Cavaliers
Time: 6 p.m. TV: ABC

Steady
incomes
in short
supply
Despite falling jobless
rate, many still anxious
about financial security
By PATRICIA COHEN
NEW YORK TIMES
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Jackson Family Enterprises senior video producer Jeffrey Braverman unplugs his Ford Fusion Energy Hybrid car from an employee vehicle charging
station at the company offices in Santa Rosa on Wednesday.

Top leaders
await Trump
decision on
climate deal

State remains
committed
to alternative
energy sources
By PAUL PAYNE

BY MICHAEL D. SHEAR AND
CORAL DAVENPORT

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

s President Donald
Trump weighed a
possible withdrawal
Wednesday from the Paris
climate change agreement,
California and especially
North Coast leaders pushed
back, citing the environmental and economic benefits of
reducing greenhouses gases
while warning of an uncertain future that would come
from abandoning the accord.
Trump’s threat to unravel
the 2015 pact, which committed nearly every country to
take action to curb climate
change, drew last-minute
appeals from Silicon Valley
executives such as Elon Musk
of Tesla and Tim Cook of Apple. It also came as Bay Area
air quality officials signaled
their intent to place caps on

NEW YORK TIMES

Zane, a member of the regional air quality board that indicated at a meeting Wednesday
it would put future limits
on refineries. “We are going
to continue to lead as we do
now.”
Alternative energy advocates said the state is at
the forefront of creating a
future without fossil fuels.
The booming solar and wind
markets are cutting emissions

WASHINGTON — Momentous arguments inside the
West Wing over the future of
the Paris climate accords became a messy public spectacle
We d n e s d ay,
with
some INSIDE
aides saying US withdrawal
that
Presi- from deal could
dent Donald lead to domino
Trump
had effect / B1
decided
to
abandon the landmark global warming agreement while
others insisted that no decision
had been made.
Three administration officials with direct knowledge
of the intense White House
debate said early Wednesday
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A pair of electric cars are plugged in at the bank of employee vehicle
charging stations at the offices of Jackson Family Enterprises.
oil refinery emissions blamed
for pollution and respiratory
health problems.
It was clear that although
Trump might reverse course
on the federal level, state and
local players remained committed in their efforts to fight
global warming.
“The White House may be
going off in one direction to
pull out of the Paris compact,
but California is clearly going
the other way,” said Sonoma
County Supervisor Shirlee

Mirella Casares has what
used to be considered the keystone of economic security: a
job. But even a reliable paycheck
no longer delivers a reliable income.
Like Casares, who works at a
Victoria’s Secret store in Ocala, Florida, more and more employees across a growing range
of industries find the number
of hours they work is swinging
giddily from week to week —
bringing chaos not only to family scheduling, but also to family
finances.
And a new wave of research
shows that the main culprit is
not the so-called gig economy,
but shifting pay within the same
job.
This volatility helps unravel a persistent puzzle: why a
below-average jobless rate —
4.4 percent in April — is still
producing an above-average
level of economic anxiety. Turbulence has replaced the traditional American narrative of
steady financial progress over a
lifetime.
“Since the 1970s, steady work
that pays a predictable and living wage has become increasingly difficult to find,” said
Jonathan Morduch, a director
of the U.S. Financial Diaries
project, an in-depth study of
TURN TO INCOMES » PAGE A2

INSIDE
BLAST ROCKS KABUL:

Explosion kills dozens,
leaves hundreds injured
in attack in Afghanistan’s
capital / B1
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